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Silver Ghost
I put the Pontiac in the shed after a cruise into town. I
knew my sons were coming to tea so when I heard
voices from the barbie area I headed in that direction.
Parked on the lawn was a large old car and they were all
working on it. A bit seedy after the long drive home I
was thinking, do I know this car? Do I know these
blokes? Then I noticed the grill! It was a Rolls Royce
and an old one at that. And it had numbers on it sort of
like Rejex. A
ripper car but
what's going
on? Shirley
sneaks up
next to me
and gives me
a hug and
whispers
"happy birthday".
Well I didn't
get to keep
the car, but it
sure was a
treat to have
it parked on
the lawn and
what a story
to go with it.
It turned out Shirley was driving past downtown Noonamah (population 1 pub & 1 shop) and noticed a couple
of blokes working under the bonnet of an old car. This
is not the nicest place to be stuck so she invited them to
bring it home to work on as our place is a lot closer than
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Darwin and a lot more comfortable than the truck
parking bay at Noonamah. They had the vehicle running but it had some undesirable sounds coming
from the engine so they accepted the offer and ended
up at Berry Springs. With the arrival of another mechanic (son Daniel) the problem was diagnosed in
the magneto. What do you do when your magneto
has chewed out a bearing in your 1923 Rolls? Easy,
get a spare out of the back and bolt it on! And how
do you get from Noonamah to Berry Springs when
your magneto
is dead? Easy,
switch it over
to coil ignition. The
Rolls has
both. But this
is no ordinary
Rolls Royce!!
Some of you
may have
seen the show
on TV about
the reenactment of
the 1908 Peking to Paris
car race. That
show was
made in 2006.
In 2007 they
reran the race in its 100th anniversary year. This
1923 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost not only won its division but took outright line honours. It arrived
hours before the next vehicle.
Rick brown from New Hampshire in USA is the

stages the opposition were heading in the
opposite direction. You needed to be sure
you were the one going in the correct direction. The race took 35 days to complete with 7 of them requiring camping in
the bush. The rest of the time was in hotels of varying quality.
There were 3 divisions in the event depending on the age of the cars. The Rolls
was in the oldest division and was the
16th oldest car in the race. Over such a
distance and horrendous conditions they
did well to not get bogged but they did
have a couple of small probs. They had
one flat tyre and ran out of fuel 8km from
one check point. Luckily a benevolent
They are equipped to handle most problems.
competitor in a 40's or 50's Chev invited
them to siphon some petrol out. To be so successful
owner/ driver. Tom Stevenson from Canada is the
in an event such as this certainly did not happen by
navigator. Together they took on 130 starters in the
chance. The preparation of the vehicle was faultless
event of which only 27 finished. It was fairly tough
and they carried a vast array of spare parts.
and some competitors did a lot of planning to ensure (Including a magneto) There is an Indy car pressurthey would win. Each car had one driver plus one
ised fuel tank under the tarp out back. In the cockpit
other person. The other person could be girlfriend/
there are modern racing style bucket seats with harwife/ navigator. There were no backup crews to keep ness seat belts plus two GPS. Why two? Rick says in
your car running, you had to do it yourself. So one
true Rolls Royce style you have one for redundancy.
entrant (a billionaire from Greece) entered 2 cars
Their win demonstrates the point!
and crewed the other car with 2 mechanics. He didn’t win. But Rick did. He said the success was due to Now some people might reckon that would be
driving at a "safe" speed plus expert navigating.
enough for a 1923 vehicle. Not so for Rick. He is
Sections of the 1300 km route had no roads at all.
now driving it right around the world. Arriving in
The Mongolian desert had just sand and dust. The
Australia made it the 56th country he has driven it
Gobi desert had 500 km of the same, both with no
in. No pussy holiday on bitumen roads either. He
roads. Sometimes they could see the dust from other had it shipped to Brisbane from USA. Rick and Tom
competitors miles on either side of them. At some
flew here then promptly drove to the top of Cape

Rick and Tom get ready to tackle Darwin traffic

York taking the most
backward way possible. From there
around the Gulf of
Carpentaria, Borroloola and here they
are heading to Darwin. From Darwin the
plan is to Alice
Springs then wherever but Rick will
store the car somewhere in Australia,
fly home and return
later to continue his
odyssey. For the outback parts of the trip,
Tom accompanies
Rick. The more civilised parts see Rick's
family in the car.

This particular vehicle has a story too. After Rick had
acquired it he researched it's history and found a photo
of the Rolls Royce in front of a particular house. The
house was still owned by a person with the same surname as the original owner of his car so he fronted at
the house with the photo and enquired of the elderly
lady if she might know if the car in the photo was in fact
her mother's car. The lady was not very receptive but
stated abruptly that was not her mothers car as her

ted suicide after he was supposed to have not slept
for 30 years due to reliving the screams of the passengers dying.
One of the chauffers must have left his employment
with sour grapes and had souvenired a few bits.
One of these items was the large dashboard clock
from the Rolls, the other an autographed copy of
the memoirs of the previous owner. These items
had passed to the chauffers son who Rick had
tracked down. He asked if he might buy the clock
(at quite a very respectable sum) but the gent declined. Rick pointed out the significance of the
clock to the car and asked if he ever change his
mind to contact Rick. Some time later a parcel
rolled up for Rick. The gent had given the clock to
him. The book? Still no at this stage but with a bit
of luck…….

You might wonder how come all this fuss about
his and her cars and chauffers and stuff and the
fathers car is a Ute. (I think back in 1923 utes didn't have the macho image they have today). The
answer is, when Rolls Royce made it, it was a limousine. Rick took the coach part off the back and
Underbonnet is impressive. 7.5 litres. 2 carbys one for
replaced
it with a Ute body. The cockpit is original
starting one for running. 2 ignition systems. No fuel
and that's where the chauffer sat. Rick made the
pump, an air pump driven off distributor pressurises
Ute body for the Paris to Peking trip. It’s a copy of
fuel tank. Priming air pump on dash for starting.
a fair dinkum Rolls Royce body his cobber has in
England. It is actually a people carrier and has seats
mothers car had yellow wheels. Rick could understand
that as when he bought it, the car had yellow wheels and along either side. The Coach body is back home
had promptly painted them black. But the lady was still getting restored and will be reattached when he finishes his trip
adamant that was not her mother's car. She then stated
most emphatically it was her Father's car. They had one I have found that most people that drive old cars
have a bit more good stuff stashed in their shed at
each. Rick then went on the search for the Mother’s
home so I dropped the question on Rick. Has he
Rolls Royce. He eventually found it too but the owner
any other interesting stuff? Firstly he admitted he
would not sell. Rick
can drive a different Rolls Royce every day of the
explained the significance of the vehicle and week. They aren't all Silver Ghosts though. There
is a 1931 Phantom amongst them. But undergoing
requested that should
restoration and yet to be registered there is a 1919,
the owner ever sell the
1923, another 1923 and a 1927 model Rolls Royce
vehicle to please contact Rick. Years later he decorating his shed. In typical low key manner
Rick Browns card quietly states "Special interest in
did exactly that and
Rick now owns the pair Rolls Royce"
And I did get a ride in it and I had a drive too.
of them. The gentleAhhhh life is great!!!!
man that purchased
them new was a surviSome people will refer to
vor from the Titanic
certain brands as
and Rick believes one
“American Rolls Royce.”
of the leading male
characters in the movie Sorry folks, an American
"Titanic" was based on Rolls Royce is, Rolls
this man. He wrote and Royce. The sign on the
dash states it was built in
published his memThe clock has returned to its
oires later but commit- Springfield USA in 1923
rightful place!

1959 Velocette Venom 500cc sparkles in the sun
Alice Springs has lots of Classic cars cruisin around
the streets. Maybe it’s the clear dry air that’s makes them
shine brighter, but it was a bit crook when I could only
get a glimpse as they sped off in the opposite direction.
My luck changed though as I received an invitation to
Derek's. He's got some bikes I was told….
I wasn't prepared
for the sight as I
entered the back
yard. Usually it's
all crammed into
the shed and
spare bedrooms.
This time they
were parked in
an arc right
across the lawn
and every one of
them gleaming
with polished
alloy, paint and
chrome. This was
an unusual collection too as
there were brand
new bikes, road
and dirt keeping
close company
Derek warms up the SR500
with much older
stuff. This was a fun backyard! A brand new KTM 250
dirt bike cuddling a late model Kawasaki 900 road bike
then there was a gaggle of old Triumph, Matchless
&Velocette but what immediately caught my eye was a
Yamaha SR500. Memories came flooding into my mind
(Yep I used to own one of these) but this example was
different. It really stood out! The bike gleamed from end
to end. The engine covers were polished far better than
Mr Yamaha could ever have imagined (in the dry climate
I bet you never have to polish em again) and the side
covers, battery and anything else you didn’t really need

were gone.
Every bit of alloy was polished but there
was something I just
couldn’t put my finger on. Derek pointed
out the wheels. They
had spokes! Non
SR500 people will
say "big deal, so
what?" These bikes
came out with mag
wheels and disk
brakes. Mine had
Very lean and mean SR500
disks front and rear,
the later model had a drum rear. Changing the
wheels had totally transformed the bike. The front
wheel sported a Grimeca front brake which is a
modern aftermarket twin leading shoe unit. Good
performance and good looks. The whole bike looks
trim taut and terrific. I had to ask, did he create this
beautiful thing? No, was the reply. It turns out
Derek was interstate and went to a bike shop to
consider buying a new Royal Enfield model they
had just released, the electric start Electra. Wouldn't you know it? They didn’t have one yet. But
Derek's lovely wife Sharon spied this beaut Yamaha. "Why don’t you buy it" she said! Well what
would you do when your lady makes such a statement? Derek did it! And why would a feller create
something like this and then part with it? He
needed a Moto Guzzi and didn’t have sufficient
cash so he put it on consignment. All Derek has
done is changed the muffler. Lovely!!
This interest in bikes started about ten years ago
when he went to check out an old Velocette in the
Adelaide hills. It was covered in dirt and junk and
the tyres were all perished and hadn’t been started
for ages. He drained the fuel and expected to push
it forever to make it go, but with fresh petrol he
gave it a kick and presto, it started. A good clean
and a pair of tyres and his collection was started
with this 1954 350 MAC Velocette. Keeping it

1938 G80 Matchless. Very nice!

to the heat and his body was discovered near his
trusty bike under a tree at the base of Mt Conner.
Ellis Bankin was buried where he lay. His bike was
still running fine but later attempts to ride it back to
civilisation were unsuccessful not due to the bike,
but the inability of the rider, Ellis' brother. The bike
lay around Central Australia for some time. By
means that are not clear, the bike ended up in Melbourne and many, many years later, the bike which
had by now been restored was up for sale and Peter
Severin of Curtin Springs acquired it then brought it
back there. Why was it at Derek's? The first car to
drive from Adelaide to Darwin in 1908, the Talbot
was on show at the Alice Springs Motoring Extravaganza and they needed something else that was old

company is a Matchless, a 1938 G80 single with twin
port head and upswept pipes. It seems a bloke had been
restoring it but had run short of dough as it seemed to
have a few shortcuts done. Derek has sorted those
problems and with a few mods to the valve lubrication
the bike is a lot more useable. Another Velocette, a
1959 500cc Venom has a more modern look with enclosed headlight
nacelle but to untrained eyes you
could be forgiven
for mistaking it
from the MAC.
I was fortunate in
Ellis Bankin’s Triumph
timing my visit
when there was
a visitor present in the
form of an old
Triumph. This
bike has quite a
history. It was
owned by a
school teacher,
Ellis Bankin
who you might
say was one of
the original
adventure motorcyclists. After working as a steward
Ellis and his bike back in the day. Pic courtesy NT Library
on a tramp steamer to USA at age 18, he held various jobs there for 3 years including manager of a borax
and had some relevance to the area. Peter just hasn’t
mine. Back in Australia in 1933 he rode the Triumph
from Melbourne to Perth then toured the south west for got around to taking it back to Curtin Springs yet.
a while. A bit later he was working his way around UK. There is a lot more about this amazing man than I
have room for here. There is a book on the subject:
In 1935 he rode to Broken Hill, Innamincka, Coopers
Ellis Matthewman Bankin: outback motorcyclist who
Creek and to Adelaide via the Strezlecki Track. Jan
1936 saw him in Alice Springs from where he set off for perished: a biography / by R.N. Duckworth.
Ayers rock. After asking directions at one of the stations Now that I am home writing this story I just remembered Derek offered me a ride on the SR500. With
in the area he was told to turn back because of the intense heat at this time of year. He left the impression he all the excitement going on I forgot. Until just now!
had taken the advice but a search for him a month later Rest assured readers that next time I am in Alice
revealed he had continued his trip, but had succumbed Springs I will have a black thumper thumping away
below me!

President’s report covering 2007/2008
Activities and Operation of the Motor
Vehicle Enthusiast Club Inc.
MVEC DARWIN HANGAR
I start by thanking the people who are at the
Hangar on a regular basis keeping it open for
visitors, namely, Leo and Tom for always being there Rowan, Barry, Ron Green, Trevor
and Moses and to Mr fixit Felix for his work
and others I have no doubt missed
This year we continued with the committee
meeting starting at 5.30 pm on the 2nd
Wednesday of each month, followed by a sausage sizzle before the member’s meeting at
7.30. Attendances have averaged between 30
and 40 members and their guests. Guest
speakers have proved popular in the last half
of the year. Working bees were held Sunday
following the Meetings with up to 12 volunteers attending at any one time.
Events at the Hangar during the last 12
months
December 07. The committee agreed on a
$500 allocation of funds for the repair and refurbishment of toys and
furniture for preschools, consequently furniture and toys were remanufactured and repaired and returned to the preschools involved,
this is an ongoing project
February 17/18/19th Hangar open for Bombing of Darwin commemoration
Lions Club of Darwin/Nightcliff – sponsorship sought for the Children’s Film
Festival MVEC sponsors 5 children
@ $30 each
MVEC internet connection set up with internode with phone service added giving Australia wide phone coverage
for 18cents per call. web address
http://www.users.on.net/~mvec
14th May SHELL/BP Aviation donate Mercedes Benz Aircraft refueller to
MVEC
June 4th Cheque from MVEC for $1000 donated to Legacy at Hangar
June 15th Darwin Youth Orchestra performs
at Hangar, no charge to Youth Orchestra
Set of miniature metal road traffic signs purchased for Anula pre school at
$196.90
MVEC members supply vehicles for making
of film Balibo in Darwin, club members also used as extras for film.
Film depicts murder of Australian
journalist Roger East in East Timor
Austin Healy enthusiast Tony Ash touring
Australia in Austin Healy 100 is

given permission to work on his car
in workshop he had covered 27000
Klms towing motor cycle trailer
since start of trip
Yard resurfaced courtesy MAGNT
The SANDFLY Loco relocated to the Hangar from the Wharf Precinct for refurbishment by MVEC volunteers
Trailer used in TALBOT 100 year commemoration run on show at hangar
from August to September
September Fathers day open day was a success
20th September send off for Ben and Marie
was well attended
11th May mothers day run to Adelaide River
and visit to Friends of North Australian Railway included guided tour of
site by Trev Horman, on way back
visit Ted and Shirl’s collection at
Darwin River, A great day with 20 in
attendance
20th May combined Shannons club day and
National Heritage Day of Motoring
starting at hidden valley and ending
at Mindil Beach
14th/15th June Shannons Extravaganza at
Darwin Showgrounds with MVEC
doing sausage sizzle both days with
help from Katherine members
th
15 June Darwin Youth Orchestra performed in Hangar no fee was
charged
July town run with early breakfast at East
point with some new faces attending
July27th – 29th MVEC touring group makes
run to Alice Springs and return for
Shannons Alice Extravaganza and
arrival of TALBOT for 100 year
commemoration run from Adelaide.
August Rejex rally run was very successful
with 60 vehicles attending and over
100 breakfasts supplied via our
“Gorilla” and volunteers
20th August members with pre 1930’ cars
escorted TALBOT from Winnellie
Post Office to Parliament House
September 6th and 7th Father’s day open day
at hangar and MVEC Katherine flying fox festival car show
September 20th Farewell for Ben and Marie
at hangar 40 members attended
September 20 overnight at Mandorah 7
members attended
th
19 October lunch at Deckbar Restaurant on
Mitchell street
Club Events and Activities
We have again operated this year without an
activities coordinator/caterer but thanks to the

work put in by the committee and club
members we were able to successfully continue with our club events..
First event was breakfast at Casino 12
members attended club had to pay
for 20
Christmas dinner was at the HUB Palmerston 46 members and 4 children
attended Transport Minister MLA
Delia Lawrie and ministerial advisor Brett Brogan also attended
Australia Day Ute run several members
attended MVEC members were
judges for Ute pull and Thong
throwing
Australia Day BBQ at Les and Marylyn
Wilson’s 40 in attendance all had
great time
19th February club members provided
military vehicles for Dawn service
March 16th club run to Livingstone reserve was well attended with
members wishing a longer run
going to Manton Dam and return
for lunch
April 20th our annual cricket match with
Classic Holden car club this year
we had enough of our own players
and won again
Again 20th April we provided the sausage
sizzle for the Aviation Heritage
Centre open day for legacy and
donated $1000 made up of our
takings and club funds to Legacy
25th April MVEC member’s Jeeps assisted in carrying TPI veterans at
the head of the ANZAC day parade through Darwin
26th/27th April Power cruise at Hidden
Valley poor turnout
11th May mothers day run to Adelaide
River and visit to Friends of North
Australian Railway included
guided tour of site by Trev Horman, on way back visit Ted and
Shirl’s collection at Darwin
River, A great day with 20 in attendance
th
20 May combined Shannons club day
and National Heritage Day of Motoring starting at hidden valley
and ending at Mindil Beach
14th/15th June Shannons Extravaganza at
Darwin Showgrounds with
MVEC doing sausage sizzle both
days with help from Katherine
members
15th June Darwin Youth Orchestra performed in Hangar no fee was
charged
July town run with early breakfast at East

point with some new faces attending
July27th – 29th MVEC touring group makes run
to Alice Springs and return for Shannons
Alice Extravaganza and arrival of TALBOT for 100 year commemoration run
from Adelaide.
August Rejex rally run was very successful with
60 vehicles attending and over 100 breakfasts supplied via our “Gorilla” and volunteers
20th August members with pre 1930’ cars escorted TALBOT from Winnellie Post Office to Parliament House
September 6th and 7th Father’s day open day at
hangar and MVEC Katherine flying fox
festival car show
September 20th Farewell for Ben and Marie at
hangar 40 members attended
September 20 overnight at Mandorah 7 members
attended
19th October lunch at Deckbar Restaurant on
Mitchell street
Club Registration Scheme
Despite several assurances from the authorities nothing has happened with this major change in the way
we operate our current VCC registered vehicles.
Insurance
The club reinsured with Austnet for a fee of $682.55,
an enquiry is on the table re coverage for volunteer
workers who are retirees.
Financials
Our bank balance has increased this year helped by
input from the SANDFLY project and input from
members full details are in the Audit report
Membership
Membership this year is Corporate
1 (Norforce)
Life 4 Family`121 (242 members) Single 80
Honorary 5, 44 new members joined this year Total
332
Committee
The committee have again put in a tremendous effort
this year in organising and running the club it is due
to their efforts that we are in such a sound financial
position
Newsletter
Ted has continued to put out a very readable newsletter this past year whilst travelling the world much of
the time and I thank him for that, it is not an easy job
with plenty of advisors until it comes to contributions

Peet Menzies
25/10/2008

President

We have a new vintage rego scheme….
Starts on 1st Jan
You keep your old VCC plates till your renewal comes up then you get new plates
You get a new rego number
The new plates have CLUB down the left hand side and MOTOR ENTHUSIAST across the bottom
The cost is the same
You now get 30 days to drive wherever you want plus 60 days for club stuff
You get a log book when you register your car
Inspections will be by any rego inspector
You will need a form signed by a club official when you do your rego
You can get club rego for hotrods and home built kit cars
John Kirwin from the government will explain it all at the Dec monthly meeting

A man escapes from a prison where he's been locked up for 15 years. He breaks into a house to look for
money and guns. Inside, he finds a young couple in bed. He orders the guy out of bed and ties him to a
chair. While tying the homeowner's wife to the bed, the convict gets on top of her, kisses her neck, then
gets up and goes into the bathroom. While he's in there, the husband whispers over to his wife, 'Listen, this
guy is an escaped convict. Look at his clothes! He's probably spent a lot of time in jail and hasn't seen a
woman in years. I saw how he kissed your neck. If he wants sex, don't resist, don't complain... do whatever he tells you. Satisfy him no matter how much he nauseates you. This guy is obviously very dangerous. If he gets angry, he'll kill us both. Be strong, honey. I love you!'
His wife responds, 'He wasn't kissing my neck. He was whispering in my ear. He told me that he's gay,
thinks you're cute, and asked if we had any Vaseline. I told him it was in the bathroom. Be strong. I love
you, too.'

Big Lizzie at Redcliffe near Mildura
Big Lizzie is a Dreadnought Tractor. Designed and built by Frank Bottril in Vic in 1915. It was designed
to tow two 30’ trailers and cart wool from outlying stations around Broken Hill. The tractor is 34’ long by
11’wide and 18’ high and runs a 60hp single cylinder Blackstone engine. It weighs 45 tons, the engine accounts for 8 of them That’s me standing next to the back wheel to give you an idea of the size. There is not
enough room for the whole story this edition but the machine is bloody fantastic!!

Are you a Holden Man?
I have a classic FJ Holden
In need of restoration.
If you are retired, or semi-Retired,
and have some time to devote to
this project, then Please contact
me to discuss, on mobile
0418 893 008 . Brian.

Triumph 2500 S Mk2, Top model 1978, overdrive, excellent
condition, low kms.
Possibly the best example in Australia.
Citroen Maserati SM pursuit coupe, 1972, QuadCam V6, triple
Webers, goes well, rare car. Appreciating asset. Comes with a
volume of papers, books and information.
Peugeot 505 GL red sedan 4 door, 2 litre carby model, 5 speed
manual, 1984, fully registered, great to drive, a strong car
that will go anywhere.
Triumph TR7 sports car,1983, 2 door hardtop, 2 litre, 5 speed,
almost ready for rego.
Howard Moses 0408 714 115

MORRIS 1100
HZ Premier
MUST GO,?
good motor, body , suspension, all there, seats need
redoing-engine mount, window rubbers/tyres take it or
it's the wreckers in the sky.
Steven Moore
0417299455

GMH Exec vehicle. Wire wheels, green velour interior, statesman green carpet, green tinted windows,
woodgrain GTS dash and console, GTS`wheel, 308
v8, turbo 350, lsd, LSD, pwr steer disc brakes, fac
air, LPG , cruise control.
Matthew 0407042576

The Motor Vehicle Enthusiasts Club
extends it’s thanks to

Shannons Insurance
For it’s continued support for the club

WOTS ON THIS YEAR
For info on any of these events call Chris on 0419 489 816
November

12
16

December

10
13

Monthly meeting at hangar
Breakfast at East Point, 8.30am. Barbie area on left just past Lake Alexander

Monthly meeting at hangar. Get the blurb on the new rego scheme
Xmas Party at Cazalys at Palmerston. $25 each. Bookings need to be made and
paid by 16th Nov. Each couple / single please bring a gift of max value $10

If undeliverable reurn to
MOTOR VEHICLE ENTHUSIASTS CLUB
GPO BOX 911 DARWIN 0801
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5 MONTH MANAGEMENT COURSE
Lesson 4

An eagle was sitting on a tree resting, doing nothing.
A small rabbit saw the eagle and asked him, 'Can I also sit like you and do nothing?'
The eagle answered: 'Sure, why not.'
So, the rabbit sat on the ground below the eagle and rested. All of a sudden, a fox appeared, jumped on the
rabbit and ate it.
Moral of the story:
To be sitting and doing nothing, you must be sitting very, very high up.

